RailJet Fact Sheet

RailJet
Travel from premium high speed service from the heart of Bavaria to city centres in Austria , Italy, Czech
Republic & Hungary. Travel Vienna-Budapest in under three hours while enjoying full at seat service.
Routes & Travel times:
Routing

Travel Times

Vienna-Salzburg 2h22
Vienna-Graz

2h31

ViennaBudapest

2h50

Vienna-Munich

4h15

Vienna-Villach

4h15

Vienna-Venice

7h40

Prague - Graz

6h51

Onboard RailJet
RailJet has 3 classes of travel - Economy, First & Business. Rail Europe are able to book Economy & First.
First Class:
Individually adjustable leather seats
Power outlets at each seat
Spacious luggage racks
Comprehensive free offer of newspapers and magazines
Dedicated attendants
Trolley service with snacks and drinks
Access to Railnet (onboard portal)
Access to OBB Lounge in Vienna Hbf, Vienna Meidling, Linz Hbf, Salzburg Hbf, Graz Hbf, Klagenfurt Hbf,
Innsbruck Hbf (eligible only to holders of a 1st class domestic or international ticket, a 1st class
Eurail/Interrail pass valid in Austria or a 1st class European East Pass).
Includes a waiting room, drinks and snacks, Free WiFi, newspapers and magazines, power outlets, and
attendants
Please note that animals and bicycles are not allowed in OBB lounges.
All OBB Lounges are non-smoking
Economy Class:
Modern seats
Folding tables

Spacious luggage racks
Power outlet for every two seats
Trolley service with snacks and drinks
Access to Railnet (onboard portal)
Restaurant
Large choice of food/drinks: Austrian delicacies, international specialties and seasonal meals make up a very
wide and varied offer to choose from.

Reservations
Seat reservations are optional for domestic RailJet services within Austria and are compulsory for all other
RailJet services.
Reservations can be made up to 90 days prior to the train's departure.
Rail Europe can reserve seats in First & Economy classes. Reservations for Premium Class can only be
made locally at an additional cost.
With a Rail Pass
A seat reservation fee is additional when reserving a seat in conjunction with a rail pass.
Where no seat reservations are required, the rail pass will act as the ticket.
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